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Track fit performance

� The LHCb Track Kalman Fit, LHCb note 2007-014
� The Trajectory Model for Track Fitting and Alignment, LHCb note 2007-008
� Tracking Event Model, LHCb note 2007-007
� The LHCb Track Extrapolator Tools, LHCb note 2007-140
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Impact parameter resolution : about 25 microns for an average track pT = 2 GeV

Timing : fitting all (types of LHCb) tracks takes about half of the reconstruction time

Track fit with a “trajectories model”

Track fitting is connected to the detector geometry through the use of detector hits as 
input information. Describing the geometrical information of the detector elements 
locally by means of trajectories decouples the (details of the) tracking detectors 
geometry from the track fit given that each trajectory can deduce a parabolic 
expansion at any point along its arc length no matter the actual detector.
VELO, TT, IT hits : trajectory curve located at the centre of the charge deposition in 
the silicon strips.
OT hits : trajectory curve on the hit wire.

Track fit residuals from “DOCA” of trajectories:
Both the track and the detector (measurement) are locally described as trajectories. 
The Kalman-filter projection then reduces to a purely geometrical minimisation 
problem: finding the distance of closest approach between two 3D curves expanded 
locally as parabolas (done in the global coordinate space). The model is generic and 
can deal with realistic and non-ideal detector element geometries in a universal way.

Magnetic Field
A Runge-Kutta 5 th-order method is used to 
propagate through the inhomogeneous field

Detector Material
� multiple scattering

� energy losses (dE/dx)

LHCb has set up two material models: the 
full geometry and a rather simplified material
description for use online in the trigger.
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Modelling tracks and detector elements with “trajec tories”

Trajectories : parameterisation of a curve (in space) in terms of an arc length along itself. 
The shape and position of an object are the main ingredients for making a trajectory.
The curve local parameterisation (2nd order expansion) in terms of a position, direction and 
curvature reflects the fact that any curve can be locally described as a parabola.
We based our model on BaBar’s trajectory concept, with developments and improvements.

Detector elements as a trajectory : the trajectory will contain the geometrical information 
of the detector element, i.e. its location, size and shape.
In practice it is sufficient to define linear, parabolic and circular shapes.

Tracks as a trajectory : the trajectory shape locally describing the track’s path is derived 
from the track state parameters (position, slopes and momentum) and the local magnetic 
field.

The LHCb track Kalman fitter

A bi-directional fitter:
1. filter each track node in the forward direction

- predict from the previous node, propagating the track through the detector
- “project”, i.e. find the residual value and error between the track state

and the detector measurement* (see below)

2. repeat this filtering step, but in the reverse direction
3. “smooth” the 2 filtered states at each node averaging the results
* A detector measurement can be seen as a hit with detector-specific information.
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Position: 0th order derivative of the curve at given arc length
Direction: 1st order derivative of the curve at given arc length
Curvature: 2nd order derivative of the curve at given arc length

Use of trajectories in LHCb

Trajectories are presently used in pattern recognition, track fitting, sub-detector code,
and for alignment.


